MCU signal list

1. EADC1 --> 12V feedback
2. EADC2 --> 48V feedback
3. AD08 --> Phase 1 current measure
4. AD09 --> Phase 2 current measure
5. AD10 --> Phase 3 current measure
6. AD11 --> Phase 4 current measure
7. EADC0 --> Current feedback
8. AD02 --> phase 1 cycle by cycle limit
9. AD04 --> phase 2 cycle by cycle limit
10. AD07 --> phase 3 cycle by cycle limit
11. AD13 --> phase 4 cycle by cycle limit
12. TMS --> Save the standby power
13. TDI --> Phase 1 Fast turn off oring
14. TDO --> Phase 2 Fast turn off oring
15. TCK --> Phase 3 Fast turn off oring
16. TCAP --> Phase 4 Fast turn off oring
17. DPWM0A -- Phase 1 low side gate
18. DPWM0B -- Phase 1 high side gate
19. DPWM1A -- Phase 2 low side gate
20. DPWM1B -- Phase 2 high side gate
21. DPWM2A -- Phase 3 low side gate
22. DPWM2B -- Phase 3 high side gate
23. DPWM3A -- Phase 4 low side gate
24. DPWM3B -- Phase 4 high side gate
You should delete the nylon screws/standoffs and/or the bumpers as needed for your design (or substitute other parts from Hardware.IntLib). Bumpers are cheaper, but provide less clearance.

Deleting anything else from this page may result in your EVM submission being rejected (until you add them back).
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You can delete this note too.
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Label Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Label Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>ChangeMe!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>ChangeMe!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CAUTION HOT SURFACE
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CAUTION HIGH VOLTAGE
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<td>ChangeMe!</td>
</tr>
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---

Please delete the nylon screws/standoffs and/or the bumpers as needed for your design (or substitute other parts from Hardware.IntLib). Bumpers are cheaper, but provide less clearance.

Deleting anything else from this page may result in your EVM submission being rejected (until you add them back).
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Label Table
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Label Text</th>
</tr>
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<td>001</td>
<td>ChangeMe!</td>
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<td>ChangeMe!</td>
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</table>
12V bat can power UCD when DC/DC is disable DC/DC
UCD is powered by bias when DC/DC is enabled
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In some cases, TI components may be promoted specifically to facilitate safety-related applications. With such components, TI’s goal is to help enable customers to design and create their own end-product solutions that meet applicable functional safety standards and requirements. Nonetheless, such components are subject to these terms.

No TI components are authorized for use in FDA Class III (or similar life-critical medical equipment) unless authorized officers of the parties have executed an agreement specifically governing such use.

Only those TI components that TI has specifically designated as military grade or “enhanced plastic” are designed and intended for use in military/aerospace applications or environments. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that any military or aerospace use of TI components that have not been so designated is solely at Buyer's risk, and Buyer is solely responsible for compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements in connection with such use.
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